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NEWS RELEASE

OHM ENGINEERING BAGS WSH PERFORMANCE AWARD 2016
Singapore, 27 July 2016 – OHM Engineering Pte Ltd (“OHM Engineering”), a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Mun Siong Engineering Limited has proven their excellence in workplace safety and
health once again, and was presented the Workplace Safety and Health (WSH) Performance (Silver)
Awards for the fourth consecutive year.
Other than the WSH Performance Awards, Mr Myat Thu from OHM Engineering has also won the
WSH Awards for Supervisors. The Supervisor Award is a recognition for supervisors who improved
the safety and health performance in their workplaces and took care of the workers under their
charge.
The WSH Performance Awards is an award that recognise the implementation of sound safety and
health management systems by companies or organisations, and have performed well. It is also
presented by the WSH Council and supported by the Ministry of Manpower.
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About Mun Siong Engineering Limited (SGX Stock Code: MF6, Bloomberg: MSE: SP, Reuters: MSEL.SI)
Mun Siong Engineering Limited (文祥机械工程公司) a well-diversified group of companies with its core business in
providing plant services and turnkey projects in piping and steel structure fabrication, static and rotating mechanical
equipment detailed engineering and supply; electrical and instrumentation services and scaffolding works for process
plants and modules for the oil, gas, petrochemicals, energy, chemicals and power industries.
The Mun Siong Group offers a range of products and services. We distribute, service and package pump skids like Edwards
Vacuum Pumps, Weir Minerals- Floway pumps; Weir Gabbioneta pumps; Hughes pumps; Ampco Pumps and STB seals. As
an integrated service provider, Mun Siong Group is also able to provide design and engineering solutions and the ability
to deliver superior quality products and services to its customers.
In 2015 and 2014, Mun Siong Group won the WSH Workplace Safety & Health Performance Award (Silver), and a WSH
Award for Supervisors, as well as a WSH Innovation Award (Silver) in 2014. The award is given out by the organisers in
recognition of companies for their commitment and efforts in eliminating or controlling workplace safety and health
hazard, as well as innovative solutions which improve safety and health outcomes.
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